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Bed Bugs
Los Angeles County Department of Public Health 

March, 2011

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY:Hello everyone.  My name is _______ and I work for the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health.  Today I’m here to talk to you about bed bugs.   ASK:What kinds of information have you heard about bed bugs on television? (Allow time for participants to answer).Participants may respond:  Found in hotels.  Found in clothing stores.  Spread disease.SAY:Thank you all for participating.  Some of the answers you shared with me are true and others are not.  Today I’m here to provide you with a little more information about these bugs, and what you can do to protect yourself and your family from getting bed bugs in your home.  



Presentation Overview

1. What’s a bed bug?

2. Why are bed bugs a public health problem? 

3. Where do bed bugs live?

4. How do you know if you’ve got bed bugs?

5. How do you treat bed bug bites?

6. How do you get rid of bed bugs?

7. How do you prevent bed bugs?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Say:Today’s presentation will help you understand the life cycle of bed bugs; why we are seeing more cases in the United States; how they can impact our lives; where they tend to live and breed; how to know if you’ve been bitten; ways to get rid of bed bugs if you have them; and most important – how to prevent them. 
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What’s a 
bed bug?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY:During the next few slides we’ll discuss the bed bug’s life cycle and eating pattern.



What’s a bed bug?

• An insect that:
– Sucks blood to live

– Crawls and moves 
easily from place 
to place 

– Doesn’t spread disease
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
READ SLIDESAY:Let’s go point by point in more detail. Sucks blood to live:   Bed bugs need blood to survive and prefer human blood.  If human blood isn’t available, it’ll feed on any warm-blooded animal’s blood, including cats, dogs, rats, and mice. They are not like ticks, and do not “attach,” but only remain as long as necessary to feed.  Certain temperature and humidity are needed, but bed bugs live between 9-18 months without feeding.  In Southern California, adult bed bugs can live up to about 3 months without feeding.  Bed bugs go through a 5-stage development cycle—that means that over a 1-3 month period, bed bugs eat a lot and outgrow and shed their skin 5 times before becoming adults. They start off as eggs the size of poppy seeds and end up adults a bit smaller than apple seeds.Crawls and moves easily from place to place:Through small openingsOn luggage, clothes, and furniture.Bed bugs are found around the world, especially in places with a lot of rooms where people sleep, like apartments, single rooms for rent, 5-star hotels, college dorms, jails, prisons, long-term care facilities, even hospitals. Bed bugs do not discriminate. Bed bugs may be present in what looks like a “vacant and clean” room or apartment.  Any place that has a warm body, can be a good home. They get into places by…  Crawling in through small openings in the wall, around pipes or wiring, or behind the wall’s electrical panels.  Bed bugs don’t fly or leap.  Climbing into furniture, luggage, and clothes. Bed bugs don’t spread disease Bed bugs don’t spread disease like other blood feeding insects such as mosquitoes and fleas.  In the next few slides we’ll learn why, even though they don’t spread disease, why bed bugs are a public health problem.   ADDITIONAL NOTES:About bed bug color and shape…Bed bug’s color changes through their growth cycle--From nearly white just after shedding, to light tan/ deep brown/burnt orange in between shedding, to a dark red or black mass within the bug’s body after feeding.  Their body shape changes after a meal.  Before a eating, an adult bed bug is flat with a circle shaped body.  After a meal, its body is “puffed-out” and longer. The bed bug in the picture is a female that has just finished feeding.
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Why are bed bugs 
a public health 
problem?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY:During the next few slides we’ll discuss:-Reasons why bed bugs infestations have increased in the United States. -How bed bug infestations can impact physical, mental, and financial health.  



• Bed bug cases have 
increased because 
of…
– More travel

– Used items

– Poor cleaning

– Crowded living 
spaces
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Why are bed bugs a public health problem? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY:Remember, in the previous slide we talked about how bed bugs are found around the world, and that they don’t discriminate.  That means they can happen and affect any one of us. Over the past 16 years, bed bug infestations have increased in Southern California.  It’s common to see apartment buildings, hotels, motels, and shelters with severe infestations.  Why?There are several reasons for the increase in bed bug infestations:  More people and products travel from place to place, making it easy for bed bugs to move around the world.   Garage sales and swap meets have become more popular.  This means furniture, clothes, and bed bugs are changing hands. Remember, bed bugs are very small.  That makes them very easy to miss unless you are looking for them carefully.    People are busy and not keeping up with household cleaning and hygiene to help identify or treat bed bug infestations.  Many people have lost their jobs and are sharing apartments or homes with friends or relatives.  This unfortunate situation has caused over-crowding and often results in too much clutter in the home, making it difficult to organize the living space or thoroughly clean it.  This gives bed bugs far too many places to hide and makes control efforts very difficult.   Additional Notes:About DDT…  Some people think that not being able to use DDT is the reason why there have been more cases of bed bugs. THIS IS UNTRUE.   DDT, a pesticide that used to be used to kill bed bugs, was banned in the United States in 1972.  That’s because birds, like the bald eagle, nearly became extinct after coming into contact with this chemical.  This chemical stays in their body as well as in the human body, for decades at a time.   Thorough examinations and good cleaning practices, as we’ll explain in later slides, will help get rid of bed bugs.    To stay safe, it’s very important to leave pesticide use to a licensed pest management professional.  



Why are bed bugs a public health problem? 

• Don’t spread disease, 
but can cause…
– Allergic reactions

– Asthma

– Anemia

– Stress 

– Financial burden

– Housing code violations
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY:Bed bugs don’t spread disease like other blood feeding insects such as mosquitoes and fleas.  Although bed bugs don’t cause disease, they can cause…Allergic reactionsWhen bed bugs bite, they inject saliva (spit).  The saliva allows the blood to flow freely and also numbs the bite.  Some people are very allergic to the bed bug’s saliva and have severe allergic reactions to the bites.  For most people, bed bug bites produce itchy welts that look like mosquito bites.  Scratching a bed bug bite may cause infection.  Children and the elderly may be most at risk for developing infection because they may not be able to resist the urge to scratch. AsthmaBed bugs feed, grow, and shed so often that they leave behind plenty of poop, skin, and egg shells. These things can make asthma symptoms worse. AnemiaBed bugs eat frequently, especially during the larva cycle.  They usually eat at night, every 5-10 days for 5-10 minutes at a time.  In severe infestations, a person may develop anemia (low iron) after being bitten often and by many bugs.  Children and the elderly may be most at risk for developing anemia. Stress Many people have difficulty sleeping as a result of bed bug infestations.  The stress from having bed bugs, having to treat them, and having to pay for treatment can also harmful to a person’s health. Financial burdenGetting rid of bed bugs requires working with a licensed pest management professional, which may be an unexpected cost and cause a financial burden.     Health code violationsThe presence of bed bugs in licensed and unlicensed housing is a health code violation.  Live bed bugs must be found to confirm a health code violation.ADDITIONAL NOTES:About the health code…Los Angeles County Code, Title 11 Health and Safety, 11.30.010 Maintaining rodent or pest harborage conditions unlawful – Notice to abate.  No person shall occupy, maintain, or cause or permit another person to occupy or maintain any building, lot, premises, vehicle or any other place, in such condition of construction or  maintenance as will permit the breeding or harborage therein or thereon of rodents, fleas, lice, bedbugs, mosquitoes, or any other vermin.
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Where do 
bed bugs live?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY:During the next few slides we’ll discuss where bed bugs like to live and why. 



Where do bed bugs live? 

• Near where 
people sleep

• Dry, rough and 
dark places 

• Fabric, wood or 
paper surfaces
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY:Bed bugs like to live in places that are…Near where people sleepRemember, bed bugs prefer eating human blood.  It’s easier to feed on a human when they’re asleep.  That’s why feeding time usually begins around 10pm.  But, if you sleep during the day, bed bugs will feed during the day.  That’s because they’re attracted to the carbon dioxide we breath out as well as to our body heat.  Living near where humans and pets sleep makes it easy for bed bugs to feed and hide again without being seen.  Examples:Mattresses	- Box springs	- Bed frames 	- BeddingNight tablesAlarm clocks - Radios- Telephones Dry, rough and dark places This type of environment also makes it very easy for bed bugs to hide. Examples:Clutter	- BaseboardsMoldings 	- Peeling paint or loose wallpaper - Outlets and light switch coversFabric, wood or paper surfacesThese surfaces are easier to live on compared to plastic, stone, plaster, or metal. Examples:Couches, chairs, and wicker furniture	- Umbrellas, backpacks, and luggagePicture frames		- DressersNight tables		- Bookcases - Clothing and hampers		- Curtains- Rugs			- Carpets
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How do you know 
if you’ve got         
bed bugs?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY:During the next few slides we’ll discuss the ways you can tell if you have bed bugs in your home. 



• You wake up with 
itchy bug bites
– Look like mosquito 

bites 

– Exposed skin is most 
affected: face, neck, 
hands, arms, and
lower legs 
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How do you know if you’ve got bed bugs?

BB Bites on shoulder

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The most common way people find out about bed bugs, is when they wake up with bed bug bites.  Different insects and even skin conditions can cause itchy welts, so it’s not always easy to know if you have been bitten by a bed bug. It’s probably a bed bug bite if you…  Wake up with itchy bug bites that look like mosquito bites  Have bites on places of your body that weren’t covered by clothes or blankets such as your face, neck, hands, arms, and lower legs.   Sometimes these bites happen three in a row in a straight line pattern.  But, if the infestation is bad enough, and there are many bites, you won’t see any type of pattern. 



How do you know if you’ve got bed bugs?

• You find signs of 
bed bugs
– Bed sheets with 

streaks or spots of  
blood 

– Brood centers 
(nests)

– Crawling bugs
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Example of a nest/broad 
center

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY:Streaks or spots of blood on bed sheetsWhen bed bugs feed, they inject saliva into the wound so the blood flows and does not clot.  When they’re done eating, they remove their mouthparts, and the wound continues to bleed a little for a short time before the blood clots and seals the wound.  Small amounts of blood will sometimes smear onto sheets or pillowcases, leaving blood dots or streaks.  Nests (brood centers)“Brood centers” are dark, sheltered locations where humans or pets sleep. Bed bugs group together in these areas where they lay their eggs, shed their “skins”, digest their meals, and poop.When you discover a nest, you’ll find young and adult bed bugs, eggs, and thick dark spots that are the digested blood. Use a flashlight to find all nests in the home.  Bed bug poop leaves black or rust-colored stains that happen as they walk or hide along the seams of a mattress or on the box spring.  Most bed bugs (up to 85%) are found in the mattress and box springs or within 15-feet of the bed.Some nests may be unused or deserted.  ASK:Do you remember what kind of places bed bugs like to live in? (Allow time for participants to respond). Examples: - Mattresses, box springs, bed frames, and bedding	-Picture frames, alarm clocks, radios, telephones - Dressers, night tables, bookcases 		- Baseboards and moldings - Clothing and hampers		- Curtains, rugs, and carpets SAY:Live bugsIt is possible to mistake other kinds of small brown bugs for bed bugs. If you want to determine if there are bed bugs in your home, you need to find a live bed bug. After getting a sample bug, show it to the pest management professional or the housing inspector.  �
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How do you treat
bed bug bites?

Bed bug bits on a man’s leg & on a woman’s back

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY:In the next couple of slides you’ll learn what to do if you have a bed bug bite.



How do you treat bed bug bites?

• Most bed bug bites don’t 
need medical attention

• Some people may need:
– Anti-itch creams

– First aid creams

– Cold or allergy medicine

• Talk to your doctor if you 
think your bites are infected
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY:Most bed bug bites don’t require medical attention.  Remember, each person responds differently to the saliva the bed bugs inject when they bite.  That’s why some people may need to use:  Anti-itch creams: To stop the itching caused by the bite.  First aid creams: To prevent infection if you’ve been scratching.   Antihistamines: In case you have an allergic reaction.  Talk to your medical provider if you think the bite is infected.
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How do you
get rid of 
bed bugs?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY:In apartments or hotels, bed bug infestations are rarely limited to one apartment or one room.That’s why it’s important to have the right people working together to get rid of bed bugsIn the next few slides you’ll learn…Things you can do to get rid of bed bugs. Identify who needs to be involved in the process of getting rid of bed bugs.What role tenants, building management, housing inspectors, and pest management professionals play during the process. 



How do you get rid of bed bugs?

• Who needs to be involved:
– Tenant (Renter)

– Building Management 
(Owner, Landlord, Property 
Manager)

– Housing Inspector

– Pest Management 
Professional

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY:A bed bugs infestation can stress anyone out.  But it’s very important to remember that you can successfully get rid of bed bugs if you stay calm, and take the necessary steps. Work alongside your building management, housing inspector, and pest management professional, to get rid of the problem quickly and safely.  Getting rid of bed bugs will involve:Tenant calling building managementCall building management to report any sign of bed bugs—skins, egg shells, poop, dead bed bugs, bites, ESPECIALLY crawling bed bugs.  Finding a live bug is the only way to document a health code violation.Building management hiring a licensed pest management professionalBuilding management (landlord, property owner or building manager) NOT tenants, is responsible for hiring a licensed pest management professional (PMP).  A PMP comes out to inspect your home to see if you actually have a bed bug problem.  Remember, there are different kinds of bugs that can cause itchy bites.  So the PMP can determine what’s causing the problem, and how best to fix it.  Licensed PMPs know which bug-killing chemicals (pesticides) and procedures are okay to use inside of the home.  Don’t risk hurting yourself, your family, or your pets. NEVER use any form of pesticide without first speaking with a licensed PMP. PMPs have undergone long hours of training to understand the biology and behavior of bed bugs, as well as, the most effective products and procedures used in their control. It is best to let the professionals do what they have been trained to do in the war against this pest.   Pest management professional (PMP) inspecting your homeIf the PMP finds bed bugs in your home, follow all directions given so the treatment is successful. Housing inspector inspecting your home and documenting evidence If a housing inspector observes live bed bugs during an inspection, they write a report and work with property management and the PMP to make sure the building is free of bed bugs.PMP treating and re-inspecting your homeThe PMP takes steps to get rid of the bed bugs.  The next couple of slides will let you know what you, building management, the licensed housing inspector, and the licensed pest management professional have to do to make sure bed bugs leave and stay away from your home.  



After Treatment

• Check items before 
placing them back in 
drawers or keep them 
in plastic bags

• Place encasements on 
mattresses 
and box 
springs 

• Clean
regularly                          

How do you get rid of bed bugs?
TENANTS

Before Treatment

• Alert building 
management

• Clean rooms and closets
• Do laundry and bag 

items
• Clear bookshelves 
• Empty drawers and 

leave open
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY:As a renter or homeowner, you must:Alert and cooperate with building management   Let them know you have a possible bed bug problem.  Describe what you’ve found that makes you think you have a bed bug problem.   Prepare your home so that a licensed pest management professional (PMP) can easily inspect and treat your home.  NEVER use any form of pesticide without first speaking with a licensed PMP. Bug sprays, bombs or foggers DON’T WORK on bed bugs and an infestation will not be eliminated unless all hiding places or nests are treated and cleaned.   Tenants, building management, and owners will be held legally responsible for using a bug spray or powder incorrectly or for applying it without a license to someone else’s property of another, including common spaces in their buildings.  Don’t risk hurting yourself, your family, your pets, or your neighbors. Seal mattress and box springs If possible, purchase special covers for mattresses and box springs known as “encasements”.  They are easy to clean and easy to spot evidence of bed bugs on the light-colored material.  They have specially designed zippers that keep bed bugs from getting inside the cover, and if any remain in the mattress or box spring after the treatment, they can’t get out and they die.   Any other type of plastic cover may not be sealed correctly to keep bed bugs out or keep them in to die. Get rid of clutter  Seal trash and clutter (folded papers, stacks of boxes, piles of clothing or linens, magazines, newspapers) in bags and immediately throw it in the trash.  Separate parts of bed frames to expose additional bed bug hiding sites  Remove drawers from desks and dressers and turn furniture over to inspect and clean all hiding spots  Scrub infested surfaces with a stiff brush to lift up eggs  Use a vacuum to remove bed bugs and their eggs from cracks and crevices.  Empty vacuum outside and immediately throw bag away in a garbage bin or dumpster  If you do not have a vacuum, scrub bed bugs and eggs “up and out” onto a newspaper (like crumbs) Fold it up and throw it outside in a garbage bin or dumpsterOnce you eliminate all bed bugs from your mattress, box spring, and bed frame, you can prevent bed bugs from crawling up on to the bed from other areas of the room:Pull the bed frame away from the wallTuck sheets and blankets so they don’t touch the floorMove the bed away from all else—tables or nightstandsWear night clothes that cover as much skin as possible since bed bugs cannot bite through fabricLaunder anything that can be washed and dried  Place sheets, pillowcases, blankets, clothing, stuffed animals, backpacks and anything that fits into a clothes dryer in plastic bags, ready to wash.    Wash items with hot water and detergent, then dry them using the hottest setting. Open bags of linens and clothing just before washing, and quickly get rid of used bags in the trash bin. Place washed items in clean, unused plastic bags, and tie them up immediately. Open them only to remove clean items and tie them up again to keep bed bugs out. For items that can’t be washed, running the dryer on the high setting for 20 minutes will kill bed bugs and their eggs as long as the item is very hot to the touch. Bag anything that can’t be washedIf you have items that cannot go in a dryer, you can pack them in tightly-tied plastic bags and store them for a year to kill any bed bugs and their eggsCheck everything before returning home after treatmentCheck every item you bring back home with you outside of your room on a white sheet on the floor.  Backpacks, suitcases, boxes, bags, clothes, coat, shoes you wore—everything!



After Treatment

• Communicate with 
tenants, housing 
inspectors, 
and PMP as 
needed

How do you get rid of bed bugs?
BUILDING MANAGERS

Before Treatment

• Post notice letting all 
tenants know to report 
bed bugs before Pest 
Management Professional 
(PMP) visit

• Contact or hire PMP 

• Communicate with 
tenants, housing 
inspectors, and PMP
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY:Post a notice to let all tenants know to report bed bugs before PMP visitContact or hire a PMP The best time to bring in a licensed pest management professional (PMP) is within the first 72 hours of finding a bed bug. Communicate with tenants, housing inspectors, and PMPRemember that landlords and property owners, and tenants are legally liable if they do not apply a bug spray or powder correctly or if they apply it without a license to the property of another, including common spaces in their buildings.  Generally, landlords, owners and building managers cannot legally apply bug sprays and powders and they should hire a licensed pest/bug control operator to develop a pest/bed bug management plan building-wide.
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Before Treatment

• Write a Housing Notice to 
document where live bed 
bugs were found

• Give educational materials 
to management and 
tenants 

• Make verbal 
recommendations to 
tenants

• Write Notice of Violation 
(NOV) to tenants with 
excessive clutter

After Treatment

• Give educational 
materials to 
management and 
tenants

• Communicate with 
tenants and 
PMP, 
as needed

How do you get rid of bed bugs?
HOUSING INSPECTORS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY:If you, building management, or the PMP find a crawling bed bug, that is a housing violation and need to be reported to a licensed housing inspector.  A licensed  housing inspector will:  Write a Housing Notice to document where live bed bugs and signs of bed bugs were found  Give educational materials to management and tenants   Make verbal recommendations to tenants that have so much clutter that may  make the treatment fail  Write Notice of Violation (NOV) to tenants with excessive clutter if treatments are unsuccessful



Before Treatment
• Inspect rooms

• Use the best methods 
available to clear a 
property of bed bugs

• Alert the inspector of 
tenants that aren’t 
cooperating
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How do you get rid of bed bugs?
PEST MANAGEMENT PROFESSIONALS

After Treatment
• Inspect rooms after 

treatment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pest Management Professional’s (also known as PMPs) must:Inspect rooms before and after treatment  It can take up to 2 hours to inspect 1 room for bed bugs  Rooms must be inspected again for “hitchhiking” bed bugs after tenants move back into rooms Clear a property of a bed bugs using steam, heat guns and other authorized methods   Steam (212 degrees F) can kill bed bugs instantly.    Heat chambers can keep items such as books, shoes, etc. at a temp of 120 for 4 hours to kill bed bugs.  Monitoring devices use carbon dioxide, body-temperature heat, and the odor of perspiration to attract bed bugs, both to verify an infestation and to confirm that the treatment has worked.   Clearing a property of a bed bugs requires at least 2 visits    Some bed bug infestations may require 4 or more visitsAlert the inspector of tenants that aren’t cooperatingPMPs are being held responsible for clearing the infestation.  Anyone who gets in their way by not clearing clutter or not making time for treatment, will be reported to the housing inspector. 
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How do you 
prevent
bed bugs?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY:In the next couple of slides, you will learn about things you can do to prevent getting bed bugs in your home. 



How do you prevent bed bugs?

• Keep your home clean
– Get rid of clutter 

– Vacuum carpets and furniture 
weekly

– Change bedding weekly

– Check soiled bedding and 
mattresses for black spots or 
streaks of blood
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
READ SLIDE



How do you prevent bed bugs?
• Look for signs of bed 

bugs while cleaning
– On mattresses and 

along seams
– On and behind the 

headboards
– Inside drawers
– Inside holes in walls
– Inside torn wallpaper 

or carpeting 
23

Bed Bugs along seam of mattress

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY:A big part of bed bug prevention and treatment involves looking for signs of bed bugs.  Do you remember what signs to look for? (Allow time for participants to respond).Signs to look for include:  Streaks of blood or black specks  Brood centers (nests)  Crawling bugsDo this during your regular cleaning routine to save time.  Use a flashlight to look…Along mattress seamsOnce in a while you may also want to look under the mattress and box spring. On and behind the headboard  Check behind the bed board and on the wall directly behind it  You may also want to look behind framed pictures that are hung above the bed.  Inside night stand and dresser drawersPay close attention to the drawer edges and corners. Inside holes in walls or torn carpeting If you are a tenant, report holes in the walls or torn carpeting/wallpaper to your building management so repairs can be made.  If you are the owner or manager, make the repairs as soon as possible.  · Beds, bed frames, headboards and in clutter around beds· Edges of carpets and under baseboards· Behind picture frames, wall hangings, and loose wallpaper· Folds of curtains and drapes· Clocks, radios, phones or books near the bed or on a nightstand· Inside furniture and drawers· Spines of hard cover books These are good places to check regularly.  Overall, it’s just good to remember that most bed bugs are found in the mattress and box springs or within 15-feet of the bed.  Do you remember why? (Allow time for participants to respond).That’s because these places make it easy to safely feed and return to their brood center.  



How do you prevent bed bugs?
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• Check new and 
used items 
before bringing 
them home
– Furniture

– Clothes

– Other items

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY:Check new and used items before bringing them home.  Items bed bugs like to hide in include: towels, mattresses, bedding (blankets, sheets, comforters, etc), clothing, suitcases/duffel bags, purses, backpacks, etc. ClothesFollow these tips to prevent bringing bed bugs with you through clothes:  Unfold seams, cuffs, and collars and look for signs of bed bugs  Turn pockets inside out  Use a plastic bags or washable reusable bag to bring your things home. Double knot the bag before bring it home.  Bring a few plastic bags with you to the store if you don’t know if they’ll be available.    Wash and dry items, including reusable bag if that’s what you used, immediately after buying them  Put non-washable items in the dryer on the highest heat setting for at least 20 minutes to kill bed bugs and their eggs.Furniture  Look for ink-like stains on furniture cushions or live bed bugs.  Other Items  Check the folds, seams, and pockets of umbrellas, backpacks, curtains, and luggage.  Turn purses, bags, and wallets upside down and check each of their corners.



How do you prevent bed bugs?

• When you travel:
– Use a hard suitcase or

duffel bag

– Scan the mattress and 
headboard when you 
arrive

– Keep your suitcase and 
clothes off and away 
from the bed
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY:Remember, all kinds of places can be infested with bed bugs.  From the most expensive hotels, to the cheapest motels.  That’s why it’s important that you handle your luggage and belongings carefully during and after your trip. Use a hard suitcase or duffel bag. A hard suitcase is not an ideal living surface for bed bugs hide in and hitch hike a ride to your home.  Do you remember what kind of surfaces they prefer? (Allow time for participants to answer).  Bed bugs prefer wood or paper surfaces.  A duffel bag can be put in the washer and dryer on a high heat setting to kill any bed bugs.Keep your belongings in the suitcase: Avoid throwing your things on the bed or floor. Keep the suitcase closed when you’re not using it: This will make it harder for bed bugs to come home with you inside your luggage. Keep your suitcase and clothes off and away from the bed.Use a valet rack kept at a distance from beds instead of placing our luggage on the bed or the floor. Scan the mattress and headboard when you arrive. Again, what kind of signs are you looking for?Signs to look for include:  Streaks of blood or black specks  Brood centers (nests)  Sweet, musky odor  Crawling bugs 



How do you prevent bed bugs?

• After a trip: 
– Keep luggage 

away from the 
bedroom  

– Check luggage for 
signs of bed bugs 

– Unpack, wash, and 
dry everything on 
high heat
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY:After a trip: Keep luggage away from the bedroom.    Minimally, keep your luggage away from your bed. Check luggage for signs of bed bugs. Unpack, wash and dry everything on high heat.As soon as possible, wash and dry everything you can on high heat, including your luggage if it fits.



Presentation Wrap-up
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1. What’s a bed bug?

2. Why are bed bugs a public health problem? 

3. Where do bed bugs live?

4. How do you know if you’ve got bed bugs?

5. How do you treat bed bug bites?

6. How do you get rid of bed bugs?

7. How do you prevent bed bugs?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY:We went over a lot of information today.  Do you remember these questions from the beginning of the presentation?  Please find someone to pair up with and answer these questions.  We’ll come together as a group again to discuss the answers in just a few minutes. READ:Give participants some time to discuss the answers. Call on a few people to get the answers.  Look for answers that hit on the content below.  Correct the answers, if necessary. 1.  What’s a bed bug? Bed bug’s life cycle and eating pattern.2. Why are bed bugs a public health problem? Reasons why bed bugs infestations have increased in the United States. How bed bug infestations impact physical, mental, and financial health.  3.  Where do bed bugs live?Places where bed bugs like to live. 4. How do you know if you’ve got bed bugs?Ways you can tell if you have bed bugs in your home. 5. How do you treat bed bug bites?Things you should do if you have a bed bug bite.6. How do you get rid of bed bugs?Things you can do to get rid of bed bugs. Who needs to be involved in the process of getting rid of bed bugs.What role each person needs to play during the process. 7. How do you prevent bed bugs?          Things you can do to prevent getting bed bugs in your home. 



Need more information?
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• Questions about bed bugs?   

Vector Management Program                                          
(626) 430-5450

• Building management didn’t respond to your bed 
bug complaint?

Environmental Health Emergency Hot Line

(888)700-9995

Presenter
Presentation Notes
READ SLIDE



Questions?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask the audience if they have any additional questions. 
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